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Bond joins Major Ana Amasova and takes on the web-wielding mastermind known as Karl Stromberg as well as his mouthful henchman Jaws. Enemies attack them to finish off the spy ("Lulz") and destroy the operatives (). Bond infiltrates the submarine's control center and destroys both Lanzhous after an explosion in the control center, preventing them from leaving
the base. He picks up the surviving Fritz: Myr, Dietrich and others, who now know that Bond is not the agent they need, however, when they approach the base and try to leave it, Bond destroys them. In the control center, he meets the Fritz, who lead the crew of the submarine, while the rescue team is repairing damaged engines. Next, Bond escapes on a boat, which

then goes to South America. On the way, they meet a flying saucer called "Arrivederci" ("Goodbye"). After using a levitation drive, they manage to fly over the ocean and reach an island inhabited by gargantuans. Several enemies are trying to prevent Bond from finding the Unchained Miss Mary () in the jungle. Their general tells Bond that the soldier in the penultimate
row, who was wounded in the leg by shrapnel, is a traitor. The operatives try to stop them, but Bond kills them all. Bond infiltrates the territory of the southern state, where he and Major Ane attack the soldiers, especially the soldiers in the third row. Then they penetrate the buildings near the village, where Bond meets Colonel Godfrey (), who, along with the Malay king

and fortune teller Chantal (). While in the territory of the northern state, Bandem is considered killed in battle with the ahu soldiers. However, Bond reveals himself and escapes. Meanwhile, in the north of the island, Bond, along with Manya and Jaws, fights against the Ahu tribe, led by Huambo (). Confronting the commandos, the king dodges the shots and attacks
Huamba and Bond. The tribe prepares to attack the battery and Bond decapitates Huamba. Afterwards, he finishes off Godfrey and then engages Jaws with Toklo and Daley. Commander Fuh
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